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STEVEN YANG
A BITE OF ARCHITECTURE
The way people experience a city is its food and architecture. It has the 
most cultural impact, by creating its own unique social interactions and 
experiences within our urban fabric and food. The architecture provides 
a sense of place and creates an artificial framework that ties in through 
harmony in the environment through research and design by promoting 
where food is coming from? How to grow and prepare food, and creates 
a unique dining experience. The project intent is not to create a food hub, 
but to create a framework that builds from a food hub all the way to 
the dining experience.
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+ ABSTRACTar
ch
The way people experience a city is its food and architecture. It has the most cultural impact, by creating its own unique social 
interactions and experiences within our urban fabric and food. The architecture provides a sense of place and creates an 
artificial framework that ties in through harmony in the environment through research and design by promoting where food is 
coming from? How to grow and prepare food, and creates a unique dining experience. The project intent is not to create a food hub, 
but to create a framework that builds from a food hub all the way to the dining experience.
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[ food ] 
füd
material consisting essentially of protein, carbohydrate, 
and fat used in the body of an organism to sustain growth, 
repair, and vital processes and to furnish energy
SPOT, NY
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[ introduction ]
Farm to Table: The idea of growing your food and bringing it to your home without a middleman 
is something that is missing in today’s society. The middleman, which is a large grocery store, is 
just a hub where most foods are purchased. when supermarkets were a hit, people tend to not 
think where their food comes from because of the feasibility of buying certain foods. without 
the need for the labor of growing the food, most people are moving away from markets due 
to the lack of cooking & time. People are asking schools to bring back classes like home 
economics because the basic skills of taking care of a household are lost. Food Hubs are a way 
to introduce structure to help and educate people where food comes from, and a way to enjoy 
food right where you grow them “Farm to table.” What is interesting is the concept of how 
people experience the entirety from growing food to dining. A NetFlix series called Chef’s Table 
has a chef who owns a restaurant in New York called Blue Hill Farm. as a mission for the chef, 
he thinks of different possible ways in controlling the growth of food in either a controlled 
environment and or uncontrolled area to test out how they taste, the texture, the look, and 
the sound of each bite. The chef is unique because he does not only think about a new dish with 
different flavors, but rather how the user experiences the flavors, and educates the process. 
This thesis uses the structure of a Food Hub, which can provide a platform of opportunities to 
create social and culinary engagement in order to give a strong connection to the city and its 
sense of place.
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[  stages of a typical farm to table  ]
breeding farming harvesting packaging refrigeration market consumer1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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[ farm to table ]
Farm-to-table is a phrase in today’s world that is commonly used. It is an expression of a table being connected to the farm without any middleman or group. it is the definition of how cooking should be instead of 
what we have now. in today’s society, we tend to not understand where food is coming from and instead of going to grab groceries, we end up in restaurants. 
More commonly, the use of farm-to-table emphasizes a direct relationship between a farm and a restaurant. Rather than buying through a distributor or a food service, some restaurants establish relationships 
with farms and buy directly from them. Farmers benefit by being able to reap more of the profit their goods can earn at market, and many enjoy knowing how their food will be treated and cooked. Restaurants are 
usually motivated to these direct relationships by the quality and freshness of the food they get from the farms. Items are often delivered directly to the restaurant within hours of being harvested as well as 
the ability to get specialty items that not that many people in their area grow. In some cases, restaurants and farms may have a deep or serious commitment to one another. The farm produces specifically requested 
crops by the chef or the restaurant guaranteeing to buy a certain percentage (or even the entirety) of a crop. These relationships are made easier in places where there are small farms adjacent to cities. Notably, 
the state of Oregon has had zoning laws for over a generation that have kept the area around Portland and other cities zoned for farming. As a result, it is typical for restaurants to have a chalkboard listing their 
farm sources and the farms noted for each menu item. This is where the parody seen in the “Portlandia” comedy series reflects real life in that city.
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[ dining experience ]
Restaurants and bar concepts have capitalized on the pop-up 
experience popularity. Creating a “pop-up” or limited time event is a 
great marketing tactic. It encourages people to purchase tickets 
(if necessary) before the rest of the crowd and creates a sense of 
urgency. If it is the hot new thing, people will jump on the chance to 
experience it before it’s gone .The same Eventbrite data we mentioned 
above revealed that after having a positive pop-up dining experience, 
90% of respondents would recommend the restaurant or chef to 
loved ones, and 87% say they would return to the restaurant with 
friends.
Many times, restaurant and bar pop-up endeavors are inspired by 
popular television shows and movies. Washington D.C. welcomed a 
“Game of Thrones” theme bar in 2017 which had a 3,000 square foot 
space that spared no details when it came to re-creating the most 
popular elements of the show. Drinks were all GoT inspired elixirs 
and although they were arguably pricey, fanatic fans waited online 
for hours just to get inside. Similar concepts have been produced 
based on shows like Stranger Things, Golden Girls, and Saved by the 
Bell. However, pop-up does not mean it has to be based on a cult-
favorite film or series. It can simply mean a limited timeframe for an 
event. Dining out is no longer comprised of grabbing a bite and going. 
Today, people want more out of their time at a bar or restaurant. 
They want a full-on unforgettable experience.
There are plenty of ways you can create an extraordinary encounter 
for your guests, with something as simple as lighting and music or as 
complex as creative elements involving technology and innovation.
https://www.cheapflights.com/news/how-to-have-a-fine-dining-experience-worldwide
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https://www.cheapflights.com/news/how-to-have-a-fine-dining-experience-worldwide
Food hubs are a crucial, but often invisible, part of the local food 
system. They help small farms grow by offering a combination of 
production, distribution, and marketing services. There are now 236 
food hubs in the U.S., with more popping up all the time. Some are physical 
spaces, some virtual online spaces, but all are concerned with 
connecting the dots between producers and consumers of food in local 
and regional food systems. Food hubs benefit farmers by connecting 
them with additional (often larger) markets, and providing services 
like marketing, accounting, sales and education. Food hubs can offer a 
single drop-off point for multiple farmers that also serves as a single 
pick-up point for distributors and customers. Sometimes they provide 
storage or liability insurance. Every food hub is a little different.
Food hubs benefit consumers and the general public by creating jobs 
(on average, each food hub creates 13 jobs) and increasing access to 
fresh healthy foods. Nearly 40% of food hubs focus on increasing 
access to fresh foods in food deserts and other under-served areas. 
For consumers who already feel they have good access to local foods, 
a food hub can make the process much more convenient.
[ food hubs ]
https://sustainableamerica.org/blog/what-is-a-food-hub/
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[ book 1 | questions of perception ]
phenomenology of architecture
steven holl
space matter: 
demands a synthesis of material & spatial imaginations
materiality = effects 
natural material expresses its age and history
new technology material does not have a meaning or give a 
sense of time architectural senses
taste in architecture 
tactile & taste experiences
strongest memory is scent, touch reads texture, weight 
density
& temperature of matter.
architecture of senses
hierarchal system
1) vison
2) hearing
3) smell
4) taste
5) touch
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[ book 2 | genius loci  ]
towards phenomenology of architecture
Christian Norberg-Schulz
natural & man made elements
form the spatial point of view man made needs an enclosure, 
and accordingly tends to settle where nature offers a 
defined space.
form the point of view character, a natural place which 
comprises several meaningful things, such as rock trees and 
water
21
[ phenomenology ]+
The phenomenology of architecture is the philosophical study of architecture. In contrast, 
architectural phenomenology is a movement within architecture beginning in the 1950s, 
reaching a wide audience in the late 1970s and 1980s, and continuing until today. Architectural 
phenomenology, with its emphasis on human experience, background, intention and historical 
reflection, interpretation and poetic and ethical considerations stood in sharp contrast to 
the anti-historicism of postwar modernism and the pastiche of postmodernism. It was never 
a movement proper because it did not have an immediate aesthetic associated with it, thus is 
should be understood as more of an orientation to thinking and making.ID
EA
S
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PHENOMENOLOGY
USER EMOTIONAL RESPONSE TO 
ARCHITECTURE
HUMAN PERCEPTION
SENSES
FREEDOM & CLOSED
IN ARCHITECTURE THE 
SPACE CAN BE OPEN OR CLOSED.
INTERACTION WITHIN A SPACE CAN BRING
THE USER A CLOSER EXPERIENCE
CERTAIN SENSES LIKE THE SMELL OR SIGHT CAN TRIGGER A MEMORY. 
THE BUILDING COULD HAVE A CERTAIN SMELL THAT COULD BRING UP 
A CHILDHOOD
EXPERIENCE
POSITIVE
NEGATIVE
MEMORY
INTERACTION & RELATION
QUALITY OF SPACE
EMOTIONS
VISUAL 
OLFACTORY
TOUCH
TASTE
LISTENING
SCALE
MATERIAL
TEMPERTURE
SOUND
LIGHT
SENSE OF PLACE
OBJECT VS. USER
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[ the real junk food Project | precedent ]
The Real Junk Food Project is a collaborative effort to bring about radical change 
in our food system. It is a simple idea with huge impact. Levels of global food 
waste is a disaster for our planet and the people that live on it. they save perfectly 
edible food that would otherwise not make it to your plate and make it available to 
all on a Pay as You Feel basis.
Everything they intercept is processed, quality controlled and distributed through their 
network of cafes, Share houses, Freegan Boxes, schools and community groups.
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[ Worlds Unleashed and then Connecting ]
teamlab
Sagaya restaurant | tokyo
INTERACTIVE DINING EXEPERIENCE.
JAPANESE ART COLLECTIVE TEAMLAB
CREATED A DINING SPACE THAT REACTS TO
THE PLATE THAT IS PLACED ON THE TABLE.
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[ urban food hub | a social space for gastronomical engagement in delhi ]
this project intends to take the existing food ties and proposed a food hub in which can give opportunities 
for a meaningful social engagement and culinary engagement. the precedent that was used for this thesis 
is similar to this current one as one looks to create a sense of place while this thesis is creating the user 
experience. This thesis also help guided the process of program layout, program design and the needs of the 
design. by creating moments in which users can expereince the space it allows it to become more social and 
more economically driven. 
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[ second hand | the city’s antidote for food surplus ]
this thesis started as an exploration from an environmental concern regarding carbon footprint in the 
food mile of today’s post production and distribution system. the focus is not in the inefficiency of food 
produced but rather a method of distribution in order to meed the demand. this thesis is a inspiration through 
the program layout of how food is dictating where the programs are placed in the building. it takes the 
understanding of a traditional food hub, disect it and creates a new formula on food production  in an urban 
relevance to the socio-cultural behavioral patterns towards food. 
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[ book 3 | eating architecture ]
Horwitz, Jamie
Eating Architecture is organized into four sections that leads the reader from the landscape 
to the kitchen, to the table, and finally to the mouth. The essays in “Place Settings” examine 
the relationships between food and location that arise in culinary colonialism and the 
global economy of tourism. “Philosophy in the Kitchen” traces the routines that create a site 
for aesthetic experimentation, including an examination of gingerbread houses as art, food, 
and architectural space. The essays in “Table Rules” consider the spatial and performative 
aspects of eating and the ways in which shared meals are among the most perishable and 
preserved cultural artifacts. Finally, “Embodied Taste” considers the sensual apprehension 
of food and what it means to consume a work of art. The “Gallery of Recipes” contains images 
by contemporary architects on the subject of eating architecture.
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this is a photo collage from a start to finish dining experience. | Ariane Sphikas, meal time, 2001 Using the same technique of a collage timelaspe. | UMI Atlanta, GA 
Steven Yang
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[ dan barber ]
new york chef
Dan Barber is the chef and co-owner of Blue Hill AT Stone Barns, 
and the author of The Third Plate (May 2014, The Penguin Press). His opinions of
food and agricultural policy have appeared in the New York Times, along with 
many other publications.
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[ blue hill farm ]
blue hill farm, a farm & restaurant. created by Dan barber; his mission 
was to connect people and give them a farm to table experience. the 
farm holds both a green house and outdoor farm. 
dan barber was to show that there is an opportunity in which chef and 
farmers can connect without a middle man. this gives dan a chance to 
recreate food but to also teach people where and how their food is grown. 
an example is the way he experienced growing spanach, one technique is 
to grow in the green house the other outside. the spinach grown in the 
green house has an iron taste but with no other taste. while the other, 
grown outside, became sweeter with little iron taste. 
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[ steven satterfield ]
chef
As executive chef of Miller Union, Steven Satterfield has earned praise from critics 
and diners, a nomination from the James Beard Awards, and published the cookbook 
Root to Leaf: A Southern Chef Cooks Through the Seasons.
Steven’s vision is help connect farms to local restaurants. as a co-owner of Miller Union, he 
also grows his own ubran farm to teach locals where food truly comes from.
32
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[ food port | precedent ]
oma
OMA has unveiled plans for a mixed-use project that will consolidate facilities 
for the growing, selling and distribution of food for local farmers in Louisville. A 
collaboration with the non-profit Seed Capital Kentucky, the 24-acre “Food Port” 
will transform a former tobacco plant into an “active economic and community 
hub” that shapes a “new model between consumer and producer.”
“The diversity of program reflects the full food chain, as well as a new foodscape 
of public spaces and plazas where producers and consumers meet,” said OMA’s 
Partner-in-Charge Shohei Shigematsu, who is also leading the Alimentary Design 
research studio at Harvard University. “The Food Port acts as a catalyst to 
activate the surrounding neighborhoods, exemplifying one of the complex urban 
relationships between architecture and food that our studio is investigating.”
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oma is showing the addition from a traditional food hub to their proposal diagram mapping of how processing of a food hub
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[ TechTown District Plan  | precedent ]
Sasaki Associates
The TechTown District Plan by Sasaki Associates articulates an inspiring vision 
for the revitalization of the district. An emerging knowledge district in Midtown 
Detroit, this town is currently characterized by surface parking, vacant 
properties, and inward-facing, siloed hubs of activity. The architects’ concept, 
however, aims to accelerate innovation, promote entrepreneurship, and build 
community around the generation of ideas in a vibrant, mixed-use setting. More 
images and architects’ description after the break. 
this precedent allows to see what their challeneges were during this project. 
how they understood the site and instead of forcing a design it allows the 
project to flow nicely in the urban context. as far as development, it created an 
interesting atmosphere that detroit needed. since detroit is at a phase in which 
any development will help drive the city up this project does it right by selecting 
certain design decisions to help inforce and give detroit a true identity.
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PARK VS. PLAZA ASSOCIATION DIAGRAM
CREATING DIFFERENT TYPES OF CIRCULATIONPUBLIC REALM INVESTMENT NODES
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[ site analysis ]
with this diagram that sasaki Associates created helps understand what they are trying to design for. it analyze the before 
use of the site to the end goal of their design. having said before this project intends to mold their design and programs into the 
existing urban fabric which is a end goal of this thesis.
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[ Sustainability Approach ]
as this project was developed, detroit has a benefit of starting over and really create a more sustainable design. sasaki 
associates intends to integrate their project to help drive the sustainability.
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[ Riverfront Set  | precedent ]
SOM
The Detroit RiverFront Conservancy, Detroit Economic Growth Corporation, and City 
of Detroit Planning and Development Department will work together to deliver 
SOM’s plan to revitalize the former blighted industrial area. The framework plan 
involves improving community access to the riverfront, the design of a new riverfront 
parkland, and the conversion of a historic riverfront structure into a mixed-use 
development.
this project is interesting because unlike other projects around detroit this project 
proposal is to using the existing context around the site and help grow. projects 
that were proposed to detroit city only intention was to gentrify the area. 
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RENDERING OF PROPOSED DESIGN ALONG THE COAST
PROJECT DEVELOPMENT MAJOR ROADS 
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[ Selden Standard | local restaurant ]
Nothing brings us more joy than a great meal with friends. Sharing that experience is at the 
heart of why we opened Selden Standard. And central to that experience is Chef Andy Hollyday’s 
food – flavors born in local farms, captured at the peak of the season, prepared in our wood-
fired oven, and served small plates-style in perfectly shareable portions. Complementing the 
menu is a bar we take every bit as seriously as our kitchen: wines thoughtfully chosen from 
small producers, local and global brews that work well with our food, and craft cocktails 
to suit the seasons. 
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[ chartreuse kitchen & cocktails | 
   local restaurant ]
Chartreuse Kitchen & Cocktails serves a small plates menu filled with some of the 
dreamiest local produce the city has to offer. Chef Doug Hewitt’s New American 
dishes change regularly, but they’re always beautifully composed to let the 
flavors of his fresh ingredients shine their brightest.
This resturant uses local food from surrounding farmland.  as a set example for 
this thesis, this restaurant only uses local grown food to cook. this pushes the 
design for this thesis to not think about creating spaces but to also think about 
how the user going to use this for. creating urban gardens will help the restaurant 
as food being in high demand but also can create a new experience for consumers as 
well.
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[ PROGRAM CURATION ]+
TAKING ALL THE PREVIOUS PRECEDENTS AND CASE STUDIES, THE QUESTION COMES IN IF THERE IS A WAY FOR 
LOCAL CHEFS DESIGN THEIR OWN SPACE AND GIVE EACH PLACE A UNIQUE DESIGN. THE IDEA COMES FROM 
TAKING AN ABSTRACT OF A CHEF’S PLATE AND EXTRACTING IT TO SEE IF IT COULD POTENTIALLY CREATE 
PROGRAM DESIGN WITH SPACIAL QUALITIES AND FLOW OF SPACE. 
this will allow a flexible space that later in the project will address how the building will 
contain modular units . with Massimo Bottura creative design on food, this will give an idea of 
when the architects allow the chef or the client to design their space with the expertise they 
have instead of having the architect assume the design.M
ET
Ho
do
LO
GY
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[ massimo bottura ]
By extracting massimo unique plate, you can dissect each color and each of the layer. 
exploding each layer can potientally create a space in between or programs the can help 
enhance a building design. the reason for choosing massimo is his ability to understand 
the layering process and have similar designs like an architect with its conceptual 
design. 
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washing & peeling
cutting | Grating
soaking | Blanching
harvesting
drying
milling
sieving
weighing
marketing
storing
sealing packaging
sorting
farm 
SLAUGHTERING
SKINNING
EVISCERATE chilling | Hanging cutting | deboning freezing | Delivery
[ farming | Processing ]
as many know on how to get groceries, many people also do not know the process of how 
does the final product reach their local store.  the diagrams below is shown to help 
simplify the production stages from farming to butchering.  above the precedents help 
drive this idea of why do we not know where are food comes from but only the chef do?
what this helped me is understand how each of the food product work. how can i design 
something to help consumers better understand, more educational, but also have some 
fun way to do it? the experiencial side. for the chef precedents their goal is to both 
use local  goods but as well educate their customers so that they too develop a bond 
between the chef and the consumer. by doing so, consumers will trust and want to come 
back to get the unforgetful experience.
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[ farming per house hold ]
in studies of farming the average of crops per 
household that contains and average of four people 
in each of the homes. this diagram shows how farmers 
need to calculate their farm to have enough for the 
consumers. as detroit is becoming a more sustainable 
city, people are learning more and more on how 
to create , grow, and maintain their urban farm. 
urban farms is useful because it can help support 
local markets and restaurants. it is not a common 
thing that local markets or restaurants have a 
relationship with urban farmers. they help gather 
the needs quicker and easier without having to pay 
for the higher price including the shipping price as 
well.  
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[ detroit, michigan | history  ]
Detroit is the largest city in the midwestern state of Michigan. Near Downtown, the neoclassical 
Detroit Institute of Arts is famed for the Detroit Industry Murals painted by Diego Rivera, and 
inspired by the city’s ties to the auto industry, giving it the nickname “Motor City.” Detroit is also 
the birthplace of Motown Records, whose chart-topping history is on display at their original 
headquarters, Hitsville U.S.A.
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[ site selection ]
when selecting a site, many cities have their flaws in which could be a possiblilty to the 
site selection. the main factors came to is what are the main conditions of the cities? 
do they face a food desert crisis? if so, how can we distiguish it even more?  what if the 
city needs more development?  breaking it down to four categories: cultural, social, 
economical, and the environmental.  
the three sites chosen may not fit all categories but more on what was researched on 
what are the needs and how can you develop the city further? two of which of the sites 
are located in Atlanta, Ga. first being centenial park. in this site the background was it 
was a repurposed olympic location. currently it is a large field with no purpose to it. it 
is located near the center the city yet being under-utilized. the second site, the beltline,
was a project to create an interloop within the city of atlanta. that being said, it is on 
an uprising on commerce and activeness. due to ability to create more revenue its now 
a problem of genification. in which with this new food hub it could possibility help both 
parties. 
the last site, Detroit , Michigan. Detroit currently is slowing coming up on a uprise. as 
in the past the city of detroit has declared bankrupcy. due to it, the economy was in low 
place. detroit resulted of passing a bill in which urban farming. detroit is not only a city 
than needs development but it was a perfect site to create a proto-type. detroit touch 
all the categories in terms of what they had or did not have. thus, detroit has become 
the site chosen.
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detroit
potiential sites
activities & programs
most potiental
detroit
beltline
centennial 
park
detroit
food
cultural
social
economic
environmental
festivals & spaces to connect
gatherings, schools, gallery spaces
Restuarants, Markets, Retail
sustainable garden,  farming
beltline
centennial 
park
detroit
this diagram shows the three potential sites that can relate to a food hub developtment. 
that being said, it was broken down to four categories to help relate what a true food 
hub needs to have. the activities are the most common within the categories which 
further distilled down to the end site.
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 hubbard farms community garden
fresh cut detroit flower farm
brother nature produce
rising pheasant farms
fisheye farms
earthworks urban farm
node 1 | MexicanTown 
Culture + Diversity
node 2 | MVF + Suburbs 
education exchange + urban farms
node 3 | old food market 
oldest food hub + used for food storage
node 4 | som extension 
som development + extention of project
nodes site plan | showing the nodes selected in detroit. each of the nodes contain a specific culture, style or theme. with multiple farms 
surrounding each site it will dictate the theme of each node
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[  node 1 | mexican town  ]
[ node 2 |mvf & suburbs  ]
[ node 3 | existing food market ] [ node 4 | SOM Extension ]
mexicantown is located in the south west region of detroit. it is known for its diversity 
and its cultural influences. in 1920, a gathering at a local church brought in a large 
group of latin people together, collectively, it was known to be place to go for latins. 
as immigrants being to migrate to the state it was commonly known as mexican town. 
what is interesting about this area is that it was the only area that survived the period 
of depression and when detroit announced as a bankrupt city. because of their cultural 
background, it allowed them to stay afloat by helping each other out like a large family. 
as people need jobs they created new opportunities for those in need. this area acted 
independently from the city of detroit and because of this, node 1 was created here for 
people to learn not only the cultural background but its way of survivng. there are a 
couple of urban farms located around this area in which can create a new experience 
for those who are interested.
IN THIS SECOND NODE, HAVE MANY POSIBILITIES. DUE TO DETROIT ANNOUNCING THAT 
URBAN FARMING IS NOW LEGAL, MORE AND MORE PEOPLE ARE ADAPTING TO THE NEW 
LIFESTYLE. IN DOING SO; MVF, MICHIGAN VETERAN FOUNDATION, HELP HOMELESS VETERANS 
BY TEACHING THEM SKILLS ON FARMING TO HELP SUSTAIN THEMSELVES OR HELP THE 
COMMUNITY ON FRESH PRODUCE. IN THE AREA ALSO HAS 2 FARMS NEAR BY WHICH BOTH 
FARMS ARE IN TWO DIFFERENT SPECTRUMS. THE FIRST ONE IS A SUPPORTING FARM CALLED 
“BROTHER NATURE PRODUCE” WHICH IS A FARM THAT GROWS FRESH VEGETABLES. WHILE THE OTHER 
IS A FLOWER FARM WHICH IS USED TO HARVEST HONEY FROM BEES, OF COURSE GROW FLOWERS AS 
WELL. 
IN THIS SITE, SOM HAS PROPOSED A NEW MIX-USE DEVELOPMENT AREA WITH A LARGE PARK TO 
ENGAGE SOCIAL ACTIVITY. DEVELOPER ONLY FOCUS ON A CERTAIN AREA OF DETROIT WHICH IS THE 
EAST SIDE. SOM PLAN TO DESIGN AN PATHWAY TO HAVE THIS “CONTINUOUS” WALK WAY TO HELP 
PROMOTE HEALTH AND FITNESS ACTIVITIES. AS IT BECOMES MORE POPULAR WITH RETAIL ANO FOOD , 
ALONG WITH HOUSING IT WAS PERFECT OPPORTUNITY TO USE THE REMAINING “CAP” THAT SOM WILL 
NOT DESIGN TO HELP COMPLETE THEIR DESIGN. THINKING OF THIS SITE AS A CAP OR A DESTINATION. 
BY USING THE PROGRAMS ASSIGN AS A FOOD HUB IT WILL HELP FUTHER ENGAGE LOCAL RESIDENTS. ON 
A NEGATIVE SIDE, SOM PROJECT ONLY SEEMS TO TARGET A CERTAIN CROWD WITH CERTAIN MONEY AS 
THIS DESIGN WILL FOCUS MORE COMMUNITY DRIVEN THAN A CERTAIN CROWD. EVERYONE CAN COME 
ENJOY, EDUCATE, AND EXPERIENCE A FOOD HUB . 
NODE 3 IS THE EXISTING MARKET IN DETROIT. IT IS KNOWN AS THE OLDEST MARKET OR FOOD HUB 
IN THE STATES. THE EASTERN MARKET IS STILL RUNNING AND IS THE CENTRAL SPOT FOR LOCAL 
FARMERS TO SELL THEIR GOODS.  IT IS A GREAT AREA FOR FOOD STORAGE AND SINCE MOST FARMERS 
ALREADY TRAVEL FROM ONE SIDE OF THE CITY THIS SITE IS GREAT FOR DISTRUBUTION. THE LOCATION 
IS NEAR DOWNTOWN THEREFORE A LOT OF RESTUARANTS CAN BENEFIT FROM IT.
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[ mapping detroit: land,community, and shaping a city ]
june manning thomas
one of detroits modern characteristics, is the large numbers of vacant areas. this book 
breaks down subjects in detail information to help address the problem with detroit. with 
its history of thriving economy this is an interesting book to see what went wrong within 
the city of detroit. I intend to use these diagram as a reason why detroit is a huge potential 
of creating more than an economic rise but rather to go down into a smaller scaled such 
as the human scale. 
FOR THIS DIAGRAM, IT IS INTERESTING ON HOW MUCH THE CITY, COUNTY, AND STATE OWNED PROPERTY. SINCE THERE ARE MANY VACANT AREAS 
THE CITY AQUIRED THE SPACES AS PEOPLE ARE STRUGGLING TO OWN THEIR PROPERTY. THE OTHER PROBLEM IS THAT DUE TO HIGH NUMBERS 
OF VACANT AREAS ITS IS NOTED THAT THE CITY WOULD LIKE TO START OVER THUS THE MULTIPLE ARES OF DEMOLITION. DETROIT HAS A HIGH 
OPPORTUNITY TO CREATE ESSENTIALLY A NEW STATE. IT HAS THE POSSIBILITY TO REGAIN THEIR ECONOMY THAT IT ONCE HAD.
AS THIS DATA SHOWS, MANY OF ITS VACANT AREAS IS WITHIN  5- 15 MILES RADIUS OF THE MAIN CITY. THE ECONOMY FELL SO LOW IT CREATED 
A  ABUNDANT AREA IN WHICH NOW THE STATE OWNS THESE PROPERTY AND SELLING PROPERTY FOR CHEAP.
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DETROIT HAS THE HIGHEST RATE OF VACANT SPACES IN ANY OTHER SPACE DURING THIS TIME. MANY PEOPLE MOVED OUT OF THE CITY OUT OF 
THE STATE BECAUSE OF HOW LOW ECONOMY IS HERE. I INTEND OF TAKING THIS DATA TO HELP DRIVE THE ECONOMY UP. AS THIS THESIS IS ONLY 
FOR THE FOOD AND DINING EXPERIENCE IT IS NOTED WHY CREATE A CHAIN OF NODES WILL CREATE HOTSPOTS TO ATTRACT CONSUMERS FROM 
LEAVING. 
DETROIT HAS NOW MOVED ON TO A PHASE OF CREATING A MORE SUSTAINABLE LIVING. PARKS ARE BECOMING THE FOCUS AS THEY THINK IT WILL 
DRIVE PEOPLE BACK TO THE AREA. 
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the two diagram are showing the main circulation and 
the secondary circulation of the site. this is important 
to show the forces in which how my architecture 
intervention is being challenged.
MAIN CIRCULATION | VEHICULAR SECONDARY CIRCULATION | VEHICULAR 
TRANSPORTATION |
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ABOVE AVERAGE 
HOUSING TYPE  AND TENURE
AVERAGE FOR DETROIT
BELOW AVERAGE
SITE
detroit current and past 2005-2015 housing and tenure. 
THIS DATA SHOWS THE TIMEFRAME OF HOW THE ECONOMY IS 
MOVING IN DETROIT. FROM VACANT AREAS TO NOW THRIVING 
AREAS, AS THIS THESIS PROGRESSES ITS GOAL IS TO HELP 
CREATE MORE HUMAN EXPERIENCES AND CHANGES TO DETROIT. 
CURRENT PHASING FOR DETROIT HOUSING TYPE AND TENTURE 2015 PHASING FOR DETROIT HOUSING TYPE AND TENTURE
HOUSING & TENURE |
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the diagram showing zoning helps allow the 
user to understand the future development 
that detroit has put in foward. 
r1| single family residential district
r2 | two family residential district
r6 | high density residential district
m1 | limited industrial district
pr | parks and recreation
sd4 | special development district
This district is designed to protect and preserve quiet, low-density 
residential areas now primarily developed and those areas which will be 
developed with single-family detached dwellings and characterized by a 
high ratio of home ownership. Additional residential uses such as religious 
institutions, neighborhood centers, and utility uses necessary to serve the 
immediate area may be permitted on a conditional basis. 
The district is designed to protect and enhance those areas developed 
or likely to develop with single- or two-family dwellings. The district 
regulations are designed to promote a suitable environment for homes and 
for activities connected with family life. 
The district is designed as a high-density multiple-dwellings district to 
be used primarily in areas adjacent to the Central business district, the 
New Center Area, the Cultural Center, the waterfront, certain large city 
parks, and other areas which have a high concentration of persons
and land values. 
This district is used primarily along major and secondary thoroughfares in 
blocks which contain older, vacant structures, mixed land uses, or other 
deficiencies, and where the Master Plan indicates industrial development 
to be the desirable ultimate use.
The intent of the Parks and Recreation District is to retain, in so far as is 
practicable anddesirable, publicly owned lands in excess of four (4) acres 
in size already improved for or intended to be improved for recreational 
uses and/or to be preserved as open space
The SD4 District is intended for areas indicated in the Detroit Master Plan 
as appropriate for high intensity residential and commercial mixed-use 
development due to regional significance and unique locational attributes 
and amenities, such as the Riverfront. 
zoning |
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WITH DETROIT BECOMING MORE AND MORE OCCUPIED. 
A MODE OF TRANSPORTATION NEEDS TO BE NOTED IN 
A DESIGN PHASE. THIS DIAGRAM SHOWS WHERE ARE 
THE MAJOR ROADS ARE LOCATED AS WELL AS THE 
EXISTING BUS STOPS THAT CAN BE USED. FOR THIS 
SITE THERE ARE 2-3 BUS STATIONS THAT CAN BE 
UTILIZED AS ANOTHER MODE OF TRANSPORTATION. 
DETROIT IS SIMILAR TO ATLANTA, GEORGIA WITH ITS 
NEED OF VEHICLES TO GET AROUND THE AREA BUT AS 
DETROIT IS TRYING TO PUSH MORE INTO SUSTAINBILITY. 
LESS VEHICLES AND MORE ACCESS TO HUMAN NEEDS 
IS WHAT THE DESIGN IS NEEDED.
accessibility routes |
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DETROIT TIMELINE |
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population
672,662
number of households
264,000 roughly
INCOME | GROSS
$25,787
1 IN 3 RESIDENTS ARE IN POVERTY
COMMON EDUCATION PROGRAMS
Registered Nursing
General Psychology
General Biological Sciences
age groups
31.1 % under 18
9.7 % 18 - 24
29.5 % 25 - 44
19.3 % 45 - 64
10.4 % 65 +
[ demographics  ]
DETROIT’S DEMOGRAPHICS AS OF CURRENT 2019. DETROIT WAS KNOWN AS THE 2ND LARGEST CITY AT 
ONE POINT BECAUSE OF INDUSTRY OF CARS. BY THEN, THE POPULATION HAS FELL NEARLY MORE THAN 
HALF.  WHEN RESEARCHING THE DEMOGRAPHICS I NEVER KNEW THE REAL NUMBERS OF DETROIT UNTIL 
NOW. AS THIS IS JUST A STUDY FOR THE CITY IT IS INTERESTING TO KNOW WHAT I AM DEALING WITH. AGE 
GROUPS AS THE AVERAGE ARE MIDDLE AGED THIS HELPS ME UNDERSTAND WHO I AM DESIGNING FOR 
AND WHAT CAN I DO TO HELP ATTRACT THEM TO BECOME MORE SOCIALLY ACTIVE. 
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[ common jobs | education  ]
IN THIS RESEARCH, THIS IS THE BREAKDOWN ON JOBS WITHIN DETROIT. REGISTERED NURSING, 
PSYCHOLOGY, AND BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES ARE THE THREE MAIN PROFESSIONS PEOPLE OF DETROIT 
ARE WORKING IN. WITH THIS INFORMATION I CAN SEE THAT MOST OF THESE PEOPLE EITHER HAVE NO 
KNOWLEDGE OF FOOD AND FOOD PRODUCTION. IN MANY CASES ITS SHOWS THAT FOOD IS A QUICK AND 
READY SITUATION RATHER THAN A EXPERIENCIAL. 
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visual seasonal diagram to help influence the food cycle. as each season 
moves it shows the recomended food that are commonly grown.
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de
si
gn [ programing ]EACH OF THESE PROGRAM IS BROKEN DOWN FROM A TRADITIONAL FOOD HUB. THE PROGRAMS ARE CALCULATED BY EACH SQUARE FOOT AND THEN SET AS A HIEARCHY TO HELP FOCUS WHAT THE BUILDING 
INTENT IS SUPPOSED TO BE. AS THE PROGRAMS ARE CALCULATED IT IS SHIFTED TO SEE THE IDEA OF 
CREATING THESE MODULAR BOXES OR CREATING CIRCULATION. 
PRECEDENTS LIKE FOOD PORT FROM OMA CREATED A NEW MEANING OF WHAT A TRUE FOOD HUB SHOULD 
BE INTERACTED. ADDING NEW PROGRAMS FROM THE TRADITIONAL WAY OF THINKING OF A FOOD HUB IT 
NOW FOCUS MORE OF SOCIAL INTERACTION BUT ALSO A NEW EXPERIENCE FOR THE CONSUMER. WHAT 
OMA’S FOOD PORT LACKED IS THE ABILITY TO INTERCHANGE PROGRAMS AS A WHOLE RATHER THAN 
JUST PARTS OF A BUILDING. FOR THE DESIGN ATTEMPT, I INTEND TO CREATE A STRUCTURAL FRAME THAT 
WILL SUPPORT THE ACTIVE MOVEMENT OF CREATING NEW MOMENTS EVERY SO OFTEN RATHER THAN 
HAVING PARTS BEING STATIC. THIS TIES IN THE IDEA OF HOW MASSIMO BOTTURA DESIGN EVERY SINGLE 
PLATE DIFFERENTLY SO THAT THE USER WHO IS A REGULAR CAN BE ENTERTAINED AND HAVE A DIFFERENT 
EXPERIENCE. 
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ph
as
e I
ph
as
e I
II
ph
as
e I
I
173 900
200 000
5 000
1 000
1 000
1 000
100
100
21 000
20 000
15 000
8 000
storage facility
processing center
retail
classrooms
1 000
1 000
retail
markets
1 000
1 000
retail
1 000retail
1 000market
restaurant
1 000
1 000
2 500
offices
offices
auditorium
conference centers
3 000food storage
markets
services room
services
5 000 services
services
classroom
10 000
12 000
farm
kitchen demos
12 000 plaza
cafe
12 000
12 000
restaurant
gallery spaces
farm
100 000 parking deck
400 000 offices
market
most priority
less priority
potiential height circulation 
level 1
level 2
level 3
potiential plan view
Demo Kitchen 
    1000 sqft
Demo Kitchen 
    1000 sqft
  Office
500 sqft
  Office
500 sqft
Restaurant
  2000 sqft
Restaurant
  2000 sqft
Classroom  
  1000 sqft
Classroom  
  1000 sqft
  Service  
1000 sqft
  Service  
1000 sqft
Gallery | 2000 sqft
Gallery | 2000 sqft
Farm | 6000 sqft
Farm | 6000 sqft
Market | 4000 sqft
Market | 4000 sqft
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[ SITE | NODE 4 ]
AS THIS THESIS IS TO CREATE DIFFERENT NODES 
THIS PROJECT WILL FOCUS ON NODE 4 BECAUSE OF 
THE THRIVING IN COMMUNITY BUT ALSO THE IDEA OF 
BECOMING THE FINAL CAP OF DEVELOPMENT FROM SOM’S 
RIVERFRONT PROJECT.  THE IDEA IS TO CREATE THIS 
PROJECT AS A DESTINATION RATHER THAN JUST A END 
CAP OF A PROJECT.  HAVING A DESTINATION WILL BRING 
IN CUSTOMERS AND INVITE VISITORS FROM DIFFERENT 
PLACES TO HAVE THEIR OWN EXPERIENCE.  
THE DESIGN IS TO NOT ONLY HAVE A FOOD HUB BUILDING 
BUT CREATE AN ATMOSPHERE SIMILAR TO THE 
CONNECTING PROJECT, RIVERFRONT BY SOM. PROGRAMS 
SUCH AS OFFICES, RETAIL SPACES, EDUCATIONAL 
SPACES, AND A FARM WITH A FARMERS MARKET IS 
WHAT THE CONNECTING PROJECT IS MISSING. AS THE 
PROJECT WAS TO INTRODUCED MIX-USE BUILDINGS  IT 
WAS ONLY TAYLORED TO MODERN DESIGN RATHER THAN 
EXPERIENCES. WITH THIS DESIGN THE GOAL HERE IS TO 
CREATE MOMENTS FOR THE USER TO EXERIENCE NO 
MATTER WHAT AGE OR WHAT ACTIVITY.
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[ community ]
as you zoom into the site, the design is not to create 
one building but creating a community to fit the 
proposed master plan from SOm. office buildings are 
there to help thrive the economy as they can work 
break off to enjoy food. education building is proposed 
for a small culinary school. those who want to take 
their experience and change it into a profession. the 
farmers market, here you can find multiple stalls 
for daily farmers to sell their goods but in addition is 
where the meat processing is located. users can view 
from start to finish and buy the local meat here.
farmers market
farming area
food hub
retail | restaurant
parking deck
offices
parking lot 
education building with farm
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site block program integrated program blocks modular structure
[ GENERATIVE DIAGRAM | INITIAL SKETCHES ]
THE DESIGN OF THIS IS CREATING UNITS THAT ADAPT TO EACH OF THE PROGRAM GIVEN. IN ORDER TO UNDERSTAND HOW THE UNITS SHOULD BE DESIGNING A STUDY OF SMALLER 
FOCUSED PROGRAMS LIKE RESTAURANTS WERE NEEDED TO HELP PUSH THE DESIGN PHASE FURTHER. ON THE LEFT SIDE ARE SKETCHES OF EITHER A STUDY OR AN EXISITING FLOOR 
PLAN THAT WAS SKETCHED OVER TO UNDERSTAND ITS CIRCULATION AND FLOW BETWEEN EACH SMALLER PROGRAMS. AFTER, IS WHEN THE STRUCTURE IS INTRODUCED CREATING A 
STRUCTURE THAT IS BOTH ECONOMICALLY EASY TO PUT TOGETHER AND SUSTAINABLE IS WHAT IS INTENDED. THE STRUCTURE IS LAYED OUT WITH A 36’ X 36’ SQUARE AND BROKEN 
DOWN TO A 18’X18’ TO CREATE SMALLER UNITS. THE MATERIAL CHOSEN WAS USING CROSS LAMINATED TIMBER (CLT) FOR THE SUSTAINABLE PROPERTIES. DUE TO THE MATERIAL IT 
WILL EVENTUALLY CAN BE INTERCHANGED JUST HOW UNITS ARE TO HELP ACCOMDATE THE SIZING OF THE BUILDING OR EVEN ALLOW LARGER UNITS TO BE PLACED. 
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GROUND FLOOR PLAN
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SECOND FLOOR PLAN | RETAIL , OFFICES, AND CLASSROOMS
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THIRD FLOOR | CLASSROOMS, OFFICES, PUBLIC GARDENS/ TERRACES
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[ elevations ]
NORTH ELEVATION | FRONT ENTRY
78
SOUTH ELEVATION | WATERFRONT
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module 2 | cafe design
scale 1/8” = 1’ - 0”
[ unit design ]
the intent of each unit becoming modular is to adapt through each site. the idea of 
having the ability to interchange the module to match the season of crops being 
grown or to expand the program. this allows each site to have their own way of 
being different from one another. one site may allow a certain theme or culture 
to engage the user a different experience per site.
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scale 3/16” = 1’ - 0”
a112/1
scale 3/8” = 1’ - 0”
a112/2
scale 3/8” = 1’ - 0”
[ material | details ]
since the building and the units are being constructed as CLT, cross lamited 
lumber,  the understanding of how the building is being constructed and how do 
they connect from one another is important. 
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scale 3/32” = 1’ - 0”
module 3 |restaurant design 
[ module 1 | restaurant design ]
this layout is the basic layout each unit can have. since this module is two units 
being attached. it is showing the flexability from one pre-fabricated unit to a unit 
that is not pre-fabricated and blank for the user. AS AN EXAMPLE THIS IS CONFIGURED 
INTO A RESTAURANT LAYOUT. THE INTENT OF THIS DESIGN I WANT TO KEEP THE IDEA OF AN 
OPEN KITCHEN AGAIN IT IS TO RECONNECT FROM THE KITCHEN TO THE CONSUMERS. IN MOST 
RESTAURANT DESIGN, MOST OF THE KITCHEN IS HIDDEN IN THE BACK OF THE RESTAURANT. 
CUSTOMERS NEVER SEE HOW IT IS BEING PREPARED AND THUS NO REAL CONNECTION WITH 
THEIR FOOD AND CHEFS. WITH THIS DESIGN, THE CHEF IS PLACED AS THE CENTER OF THE ROOM 
SHOWING A SENSE OF hierarchy. THIS ALLOWS BOTH THE CHEF AND CUSTOMERS HAVE A 
CLOSER CONNECTION AS THE CUSTOMER WATCHES THE CHEF PREPARE THE MEAL AND THE 
CHEF SEEING THE CUSTOMER ENJOY THEIR FOOD.
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module 2 | cafe design
scale 3/32” = 1’ - 0”
[ module 2 | cafe design ]
module 2 shows just one unit being occupied. this is base unit in which 
can vary depending on the user of the space. FOR THIS EXAMPLE A CAFE IS 
BEING UTILZED IN THIS SPACE. SINCE IT IS JUST A BASIC ONE UNIT IT IS ENOUGH TO 
HOST SMALLER PROGRAMS SUCH AS RETAIL OR SMALL CAFES. 
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module 1 | local market
scale 3/32” = 1’ - 0”
[ module 3 | local market ]
module 3 is taking the basic module and dividing it in half. the reason behind this 
is the idea of pop-up retail or market. when it is a temporary lease or if the user 
wishes to only occupy a smaller unit for short amount of time frame.  THE DESIGN TO 
THE RIGHT SHOWS THAT ITS MEANT FOR A SMALL RETAIL SPACE LIKE A CONVENIENCE STORE. 
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[ exterior rendering | entry point 1 ]
looking from the front of the building structure..  notice there are retail spaces that are not just local retail/ markets but franchise company can also be apart 
of this to make the atmosphere a bit more unique rather than just strictly local markets this allows more integrated with the current project from SOM bleeding 
into  this site.
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[ exterior rendering | entry point 2 ]
this is the approaching entry of the building structure. the entry has a more inviting entry due to its higher ceiling and large opening creating a more grand entry. 
this can be used also as a public gathering space from other groups. 
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[ interior rendering | cooking experience & restaurant  ]
in this interior, its showing the mixture of both a cooking experience in which you are able to grow, pick, and cook your own food with a chef supervision or have the 
option still to grow, pick, and allow the chef to cook your food for you which is located on the right side of the render.
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[ exterior rendering | second floor overlook ]
located on the second floor secondary stairs is an overlook to both be able to sit, rest, eat, and watch others. this is served as a gathering space.
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[ exterior rendering | farm to table experience ]
in this render image its showing that the user can be allowed to pick their own food and take it across to either cook their own food or have a chef cook it for them.
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[ exterior rendering | farmers market ]
an exterior rendering of the farmers market next to the modular building. 
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[ interior rendering | farmers market ]
interior render of the farmers market. this is a pre-built stall that local farmrs or artist can come sell their goods.
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[ conclusion ]
THIS THESIS CHALLENGES A NEW WAY OF DESINGING A TRADITIONAL FOOD HUB. IT EXTENDS TO 
CREATE NEW OPPORTUNITES AND NEW DINING EXPERIENCES. PROJECTS LIKE OMA FOOD PORT 
AND OTHER THESES LIKE SECOND HAND AND URBAN FOOD HUB HELP PUSH THE INNOVATION 
DESIGN OF A MODULAR DESIGN FOOD HUB. THE IDEA OF MODULATION COMES FROM THE IDEA 
FROM THE PRECEDENT CHEFS AND THE SEASONAL DIAGRAM STUDY, HAVING SOMETHING THAT 
CAN BE TAILORED TO ADAPT EITHER THE SEASON OR THE FOOD THEME THAT EACH SITE CAN 
HAVE. THE RESEARCH FOR THIS THESIS OPENED MY EYES TO UNDERSTAND WHERE FOOD COMES 
FROM AND HOW THEY ARE BEING GROWN. AS AN EXPERIENCED WORKER IN THE FOOD INDUSTRY 
IT SHOWS HOW LITTLE I KNOW WHERE FOOD COMES FROM OR WHERE IT IS BEING SOURCED 
FROM. 
FARM-TO-TABLE, THE IDEA OF TAKING THE MIDDLE MAN OUT OF THE PICTURE AND CONNECT 
THE FARMER AND CONSUMER DIRECTLY SAVES TIME AND ENERGY. IT CREATES A BOND AND 
EDUCATES ONE ANOTHER. DINING EXPERIENCE, THE ENJOYMENT WITH FOOD AND ATMOSPHERE. 
AS A HUMAN BEING EXPERIENTIAL QUALITIES ARE THINGS THAT EXCITE US, THINGs that WE 
REMEBER and THINGS WE TAKE GRAnted for. during this time of thesis, the world is 
shocked by a new virus. as we isolate ourselves, we tend to take things that are 
happening to us everyday for granted. restaurants are closed and people are not 
allowed to roam in streets for the fear of the virus. this thesis made me think 
about the experiences of restaurants and challenge me to design for something 
better. 
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